Electronic Health Record
Solution Brief
Whether your organization is a large
practice with multiple locations, or a single
facility hospital or care network, Nutanix
delivers the ideal infrastructure for your EHR
deployment.
• Consolidate on to a single web-scale
platform for EHR workloads including VDI
and application VMs – occupying 80% less
space versus traditional data-center
infrastructure.
• Start small and linearly scale performance
and capacity one node at a time to meet
demands – avoid inefficiencies associated
with over provisioning common with
legacy infrastructure.
• Keep applications and critical data
available with the Nutanix self-healing
platform, VM-centric data protection, and
affordable business continuity using
existing networks.

Improve Patient Outcomes
and Clinician Productivity
With the widespread digitization of patient health records, traditional paper
and film-based records have been replaced with Electronic Health Records
(EHRs). Whether your organization is a large clinical practice with multiple
locations, or a single facility hospital or an accountable care organization, EHR
solutions can help you streamline workflows and improve your ability to care
for patients.
Vendors such as Epic and MEDITECH offer complete software solutions
that help patients’ records follow them from the physician’s office, to the
hospital, and to all of the other places where they receive care. Through the
use of desktop and application virtualization, access to patient information is
simplified from various devices.
But to make the most of today’s innovative EHR offerings, IT teams often resort
to piecing together custom infrastructure solutions using separate servers and
storage to deal with the need for improved application performance, coupled
with the increased complexity and large volumes of information that must be
stored and managed. Unfortunately this siloed approach is sub optimal, very
complex and time consuming.

• Get up and running into production in
hours and simplify ongoing operations by
as much as 50% with consolidated view in
to applications/VMs, servers, and storage
across different locations.

WEB-SCALE FOUNDATION ENABLES SMARTER CHOICES
Nutanix Enterprise Cloud is the ideal infrastructure solution to address EHR
requirements as it improves care provider productivity and significantly
decreases risks with one-click operations, non-disruptive life cycle
management, while providing patient privacy and data security. Nutanix
Enterprise Cloud provides a dependable platform whereby clinicians and IT
staff can focus on care delivery instead of day-to-day operations.
The Nutanix solution is based on Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI), where
Nutanix software consolidates servers, networking, enterprise block and file
storage, and virtualization into an unified platform, all of which is managed
through a single interface, called Prism. Nutanix provides rich management for
data protection, automation, networking, and security services. The Nutanix
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Enterprise Cloud Platform enables you to virtualize your EHR environment
using your choice of hypervisor (Nutanix AHV, VMware vSphere, Microsoft
HyperV) while taking 80% less space versus traditional architectures. Scaling is
simple with Nutanix, enabling you to go from pilot to production and beyond
without re-architecting or incurring any downtime. Healthcare organizations
get a standardized, repeatable, and cost-effective solution for EHR application
VMs deployments with predictable performance and scalability.
SECURE PATIENT ACCESS AND DATA SECURITY

"Epic is our EHR that we use at all
our hospital and clinics, and we
deliver that using Citrix
technology on top of Nutanix.
With the capabilities Nutanix has
brought in, we've been able to
get the log-in time down to eight
to nine seconds. So, we've given
that time back to the doctors to
actually spend with their patients,
and the nurses to do their jobs."
Carl Frank, Server Team Manager,
University of Wisconsin Health
Watch Video
Select Nutanix EHR Partners

Nutanix was engineered with a secure-first approach to provide end-to-end
intrinsic security measures without requiring the deployment be re-architected
as nodes are added. The platform stays secure and compliant while meeting
the highest government regulations. Nutanix security automation is always-on
and will bring baseline configurations back into check without any additional
work from IT admins, closing those security holes, and making compliance
audits a breeze. The HIPAA capable infrastructure with features such as twofactor authentication is instrumental in providing secure EHR patient access.
CHOOSE SIMPLICITY
The Nutanix web-scale architecture goes well beyond hyper-convergence by
offering you the ability to start small and simply scale to tens and hundreds
of nodes, while giving you a simple and efficient way to manage your entire
environment. With Nutanix Prism, you get one intuitive console to manage all
of your servers and storage, with actionable stats at your fingertips, cutting the
time spent managing your infrastructure by 50% or more.
Prism central extends this capability, allowing you to manage your entire
infrastructure for EHR across multiple sites from one centralized location. By
giving you access to detailed and correlated information for all VMs, compute,
and storage, Prism simplifies and speeds troubleshooting, enabling you to
locate bottlenecks in minutes, versus hours or even days with traditional
server and storage solutions.
GET STARTED WITH NUTANIX
With its flexible, scalable architecture, simplified management, and superior
support for virtual desktops and applications, Nutanix Enterprise Cloud is the
smart infrastructure choice for your EHR deployment. To learn how Nutanix
can help you, contact Nutanix or follow us on Twitter @nutanix, or send us a
request at www.nutanix.com/demo to set up your own customized briefing.
Visit nutanix.com/healthcare for more information.
ABOUT NUTANIX
Nutanix is the leader in hyper-converged infrastructure, natively converging compute and
storage into a single 100% software-driven solution to drive unprecedented simplicity at lower
costs in the datacenter. Customers run any application, at any scale with predictable
performance and economics. Learn more at www.nutanix.com or follow up on Twitter @nutanix.
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Nutanix makes infrastructure invisible, elevating IT
to focus on the applications and services that power
their business. The Nutanix enterprise cloud
platform leverages web-scale engineering and
consumer-grade design to natively converge
compute, virtualization and storage into a resilient,
software-defined solution with rich machine
intelligence. The result is predictable performance,
cloud-like infrastructure consumption, robust
security, and seamless application mobility for a
broad range of enterprise applications. Learn
more at www.nutanix.com or follow us on
Twitter @nutanix.
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